


“From that point forward Siete Leguas
blanco was created from a 50/50 blend
of blancos from both facilities which we
continue to this day,” explains
Fernando’s son, Juan Fernando Olivares.
“Over time, production from El
Centenario became a supply
bottleneck,” continued Juan, “and so
the need for La Victoria was born to
meet increasing demand while
preserving the quality which defines
Siete Leguas.”

70 years in the making, Siete
Leguas is releasing their
exceptional “Siete Décadas” blanco
to commemorate the seven
decades of Siete Leguas. With a
complex flavor profile of bold well
balanced flavors, this release of
70,000 bottles is the perfect
marriage of tradition and terroir,
handcrafted to embody the
essence of Tequila and the heritage
of Siete Leguas. Earth and mineral
notes complement juicy circus and
red fruit notes, with layers of floral,
anise, and cooking spices. Crafted
from 10 yr old agaves criollos from
Las Trojes ranch, and 100% Tahona
extraction, this beautiful 84 proof
Tequila is at the top of our must
have list
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Lucky number seven for Siete Leguas,
and seven decades of good fortune for
the multitude of fans of their beloved
Atotonilco based Tequila brand. We
recently visited with the family and
owners of Siete Leguas for the opening
of their third artesanal distillery, La
Victoria.

While La Victoria has the elements of an
artesanal Tequila distillery: masonry
ovens/hornos, horse drawn closed stone
Tahonas, fermentation with fibers,
distillation in copper stills, and rows of
wooden aging barrels, La Victoria is also
much more.  From the attention given
to every detail, to the juxtaposition of
reclaimed elements and modern
touches, we quickly understood the
vision of Siete Leguas CEO and Owner
Juan Fernando Gonzáles when he
explained that “our collective effort to
design and build La Victoria was to help
us respond to increasing global
demand, and to respect the Siete
Leguas traditions and way of life.”

Fernando is one of seven children of
Ignacio Gonzáles Vargas, who founded
Siete Leguas in 1952 with a single
distillery. “The original Siete Leguas
distillery El Centenario was built with
brick ovens, and a horse drawn Tahona,”
explains Fernando, “and in 1984 we
opened La Vencedora where cooked
agaves are extracted with roller mills
and fermented without fibers prior to
distillation in copper stills.”

Seven Decades In The Making

La Victoria was conceived entirely by
Fernando who designed every aspect of
La Victoria explained Juan.“My father
was the visionary for this project. He
wanted to be an architect always. So
designing this was very close to him,”
Juan resumed. “He does love to micro
manage everything which was great
most of the time,“ smiled Juan, “in fact
if you really want to get to know my
dad, visiting La Victoria is a great place
to start.”

The ability to visualize the entire
production process from just about any
location in the distillery is remarkable,
as is the precise layout of each step
designed to optimize the flow from
Horno, to Tahona, to fermentation tank
and onto distillation.

"My Dad replied that he is not
designing La Victoria to change
the brand, but rather he is building
La Victoria to preserve the quality
of Siete Leguas Tequila and the
traditions of how we handcraft
artesanal Tequila.”

the vision of siete leguas: 
tradition and scale CAN CO-EXIST
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“When we began fermentation at La Victoria,
we didn’t bring over any mosto from El
Centenario because we wanted LaVictoria’s
fermentation to develop naturally and have its
own personality,” added Juan, “so the first
fermentations took 11 days, and it was several
weeks before the ambient yeast developed
enough to allow for our normal fermentation
process. ”The first distillation in copper pot
stills is with fibers, followed by the second
distillation which yields still strength 55% abv
blanco which is then combined with filtered
spring water before being transported to a
separate facility to be combined with El
Centenario blanco and then blended 50/50
with La Vencedora blanco.  

“We do not oxygenate Siete Leguas,”
confirmed Juan, “it doesn’t elevate our desired
flavor profile.” The blended blanco is then
transported to a bottling facility where
trademark Siete Leguas bottles are filled and
labelled. “Eventually, all of the blending will
take place at La Victoria,” added Juan.

Walking through the expansive La Victoria with Fernando and Juan, we asked the obvious question: what is your planned
capacity? “La Victoria is our largest distillery, with a daily capacity of 3,300 liters,” replied Juan, “we have not reached this
capacity yet as we are still ramping up staffing and agave supply. Actually when our engineers were planning La Victoria they
told my father, ‘You are crazy to limit your daily production to 3,300 liters, you could change the plans and produce 6 or 7 times
more tequila’ to which my Dad replied that he is not designing La Victoria to change the brand, but rather he is building La
Victoria to preserve the quality of Siete Leguas Tequila and the traditions of how we handcraft artesanal Tequila.”

As reviewed by Agave Spectator a few weeks ago on Instagram, Siete Decadas Blanco from Siete Leguas was recently launched
to celebrate their 70th anniversary. We released a rave review for this exquisitely crafted 100% Tahona blanco, released as a
limited edition of 70,000 bottles produced from 10 year old agaves criollos, and distilled at El Centenario.

Reflecting upon La Victoria, Juan shared that “while the distillery and its buildings may be new, the spirit and essence of our 70
year old brand permeates in every detail reflecting the tremendous effort, labor, detail and time commitment for this project.” 

As Juan went over to hand feed cooked agave to both horses pulling a stone Tahona, it became clear to us that Siete Leguas
places as much importance on their craft as they do on the soul of this distillery, and by scaling their production with La Victoria,
they have also built a sanctuary that embodies the traditions and heritage of Siete Leguas. 

But what connects every part of La Victoria was the most pleasant
surprise: hand-crafted stained glass windows, of every shape and size,
framed individually or sequenced in a row, and the serene amber hue
they impart elevates La Victoria to a spiritual level.

La Victoria was built on the site of former Siete Leguas Tequila barrel
house and warehouse. “It took 4 ½ years to build La Victoria,” added
Juan “ We never stopped in spite of many challenges, we even had a
break-in and they stole parts for 8 of the copper stills.” 

La Victoria’s process begins with 5-6 year old agaves cooked low and
slow in masonry hornos, then shredded and crushed in horse drawn
closed stone Tahona pits “which allows the agave fibers to reabsorb the
juices extracted prior to fermentation,” explains Juan.

When these fibers are transferred to stainless steel fermentation tanks,
100% ambient yeast completes the fermentation process over 4-5 days. 

“My father was the visionary
for this project. ...in fact if
you really want to get to
know my dad, visiting La

Victoria is a great place to
start.”
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Closed pit stone Tahona

Copper pot stills

Juan Fernando Gonzales, 
CEO Siete Leguas

Seven Decades In The Making - continued


